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Abstract— Captcha is an acronym for (Completely 

Automated public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans 

Apart) system is used to verify whether a user is human or 

computer program [1]. It’s also known as human Interactive 

Proof (HIP) and based upon Artificial Intelligence. Now a 

day’s for web security we are using different type of 

captcha. Captcha is a program that protect websites from 

web-bots by generate tests that computer cannot pass but 

person can pass. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Web services are major application provided by internet. As 

the use of web services are raise greater the chances of 

malicious robots assault on it [6]. Captcha (Completely 

Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and 

Humans Apart) system prevent various websites or used on 

web to avoid various boots to assault the network resources 

.A good quality captcha system must have the following 

characters: (1) substance can be 

Easy to understand by human [6]. (2)Quick and 

less time consuming. (3)Suitable for all type of boots abuse. 

A high quality CAPTCHAs must be strong and easily 

usable. One such threat is the Boot. A Boot is a malicious 

program which has the capacity to run automatic tasks over 

the network and thus creating problem in the network. 

CAPTCHA is one such protect which can be use as a 

protection from these malicious programs like Boot. A 

CAPTCHA can approach in different form resembling text 

based or image based CAPTCHA.  The Bot process is 

related to invalidate “TURING TEST” (given by Alan 

Turing) where the program acts like judge and the other 

person acts like CAPTCHA is an authentication process 

based on challenge-response authentication. CAPTCHA 

provides a mechanism with the help of which a user’s can 

protect themselves for spam and password decryption by 

taking a simple test. In this test a user will see either an 

image or a text which are normally warped. The user is 

imaginary to enter the pattern accurately as exposed to his if 

the CAPTCH is based on text. If the CAPTCHA is base on 

image the user is supposed to enter the right name of the 

image which correctly symbolizes the image. [6] 

CAPTCHA is used where genuine access is the primary 

apprehension. Various web services like Yahoo, Google, 

and Bing etc. use CAPTCHA to differentiate between an 

authenticated user and a malicious program. CAPTCHA is 

also used in the sites which make available access to 

responsive data, such credit card accounts and banks. 

II. TYPES OF CAPTCHA 

CAPTHCAs means presenting a challenge reaction test to 

the user or human. They are five types of CAPTCHA. 

 

 TEXT CAPTCHA 

 IMAGE CAPTCHA 

 AUDIO CAPTCHA 

 VIDEO CAPTCHA 

 PUZZLE CAPTCHA 

A. TEXT CAPTCHA:  

Text based CAPTCHAs is a very simple to carry out. It is 

very useful and requires a huge query bank. [1] In Text 

based captcha the numeral of module of characters and 

digits are very tiny so the problems occur for user to identify 

the correct characters and digits. The text base captcha is 

probable to classify the quality and digit throughout Optical 

character recognition (OCR) method.  

 

B. IMAGE CAPTCHA:  

The tests in which the user has to decide persons images that 

have some similar properties Some types of Image based 

CAPTCHAs are Pix and Bongo Captcha. 

C. Pix CAPTCHA:  

it uses a large database of photographic and animated 

images of daily object. it represents various samples. Situate 

of images presently in the Captcha system, all correlated 

with the equal idea or object .The user must then enter the 

concept or object to which all the images belong[6].  

D. Bongo CAPTCHA:  

it is developed by Mikhail M.Bongard. In bongo visual 

pattern recognition problem is give to user for solving.  
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E. AUDIO CAPTCHA:  

It is sound-based systems. It contains downloading audio-

clips. In this type of CAPTCHA, first the users listen and 

after that submit the oral word [1, 6]. The first sound-based 

system name ECO was implemented by the Nancy Chan a 

student from the City University in Hong Kong. The audio 

based system is base on the variation in the capability 

between computer machines and humans in recognize 

spoken language. The program chooses a sequence of digits 

and words randomly and renders the words and number 

digits into sound clips and distorts it. The warped sound clip 

is then accessible to the user to enter the right word or 

number. The user is asked to enter exactly the same words 

as spoken the audio clip. 

 

F. VIDEO CAPTCHA:  

A video based CAPTCHA, it consist of 3 words tags are 

provide to the user which describe a video.[1] The user’s tag 

must match to a set of mechanically generate view truth tags 

then only the test is said to be accepted. The term video 

CAPTCHA is used to any CAPTCHA that uses a video as 

its means to current in sequence to a user. Even though 

video CAPTCHA is limited, both commercial and academic 

applications do exist.  

 

G. PUZZLE CAPTCHA:  

A Generally in puzzle CAPTCHA a specified picture is 

divided to piece. It is user is believed to join those pieces to 

form the complete picture matching the same as the original 

one. 

 

III. APPLICATIONS OF CAPTCHA 

A. Online Polling:  

CAPTCHA is used in online polling to make sure that the 

voted person is a human or not [8]. This helps in preventing 

biased results by automated programs and ensures that only 

humans took part in the polling.  

B. Web Registration: 

Many companies offer free registration services. Most of 

these services suffer from a type of attack called flooding 

attack, where the boot would sign up thousands of 

registration forms every second. [8] This results in denial of 

service. A string of distributed denial of service attacks 

cripples popular websites including CNN.com, 

Amazon.com, eBay.com, and yahoo.com for several hours. 

Another large distributed denial of service attack in October 

2002 took out nine of the thirteen root DNS servers. The 

solution to this problem is to use CAPTCHA.  

C. Boxbe:  

Boxbe is a way to protect email addresses from spam 

scrapers. It provides a white list based email filter [8]. It 

presents challenges (CAPTCHA) to sender that requires a 

human response [8]. Users of the service can share their 

white list with other Boxbe users, If the receivers email box 

is boxbe protected, then if you have added your friends and 

family to your Guest List, the email will reach you as it 

would without Boxbe's service. The citizens you have not 

pre-approved receive an invite to join your Guest List. The 

invitation lets the sender take a simple test (CAPTCHA 

Challenge) to confirm they are not a spam bot. Once a 

sender receives an invitation and solves the CAPTCHA 

challenge, the email is delivered. 

D. Protecting Email Addresses from Scrapers:  

CAPTCHA is full confirmation device to hide your email 

address as of scrapers. User is necessary to explain a 

CAPTCHA previous to performance electronic message 

address. 

E. Preventing Dictionary Attacks:  

To prevent vocabulary attacks in password systems. After 

different unsuccessful login CAPTCHA is provided to user 

for login. 

F. Worms and Spam:  

CAPTCHAs also provide solution against email worms and 

spam. 

G. Filtering SMS Spam:  

Short Message spam is another threat posed in the current 

scenario [8]. CAPTCHA is used to filter short message 

spam of group sending. If the message can pass the 

CAPTCHA, it will be identified as legal SMS and 

transmitting by Short Message processing Center. A  Short 

Message Service can’t by passing the CAPTCHA. it will be 

received as SMS spam and deleting by Short Message 

processing Center. 
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H. Smart Cards:  

Smart cards are small plastic cards with embedded 

integrated circuits, which are used for making financial 

transactions.[8] Smart cards are the credit cards and debit 

card which everyone uses in their day today life. CAPTCHA 

is used while making financial transactions with smart cards, 

to provide additional security other than username and 

password. This way CAPTCHA is used to defend 

ecommerce effectively.  

IV. ISSUES IN CAPTCHA 

A. Security Issue:  

It’s consist of two type for contravention CAPTCHA 

challenge segmentation and character respect. It divide of an 

image Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) method are 

used. Success to a break a CAPTCHA technique depends 

upon the accurateness achieve in the segmentation 

method.[6] Segmentation process chunk the image into print 

and passes chunk to the character esteem stage which 

attempts to map each chunk to a definite letter or digit. After 

this process the techniques apply for recognition individual 

character at high speed. The complexity in segmentation 

depends upon the algorithms complexity used to generate 

the CAPTCHA test. It involves use of edge detection to 

divide an image into parts. It also detects outline of objects 

in an image by detecting jumps in its image intensity 

function. In some cases CAPTCHA produce images where 

adjoining characters have particular colors. Some use circles 

and lines as noise .Segmenting of overlapping characters is 

not ease. 

B. Securing CAPTCHA against attacks:  

Several methods are used to create text-based CAPTCHA 

hard to break is font choice of letters, tricks, color model, 

noise, overlapping, draw lines, 

Degradation and distortion. Some random object 

like circles, lines, arcs and a complex background are used 

to secure CAPTCHAs against dictionary abuse. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper describes the different kind of CAPTCHA and 

developed at present. CAPTCHA types and the applications 

of CAPTCHAs based on Images, Text, Audio, Puzzles and 

Video. In upcoming, the main focus will be on to provide 

the CAPTCHA that easily access by the user and provide 

high quality of security that preventing the system from 

BOT abuse. CAPTCHA tests are based on artificial 

intelligence (AI): decoding images of distorted text, for 

instance, is well beyond the capabilities of modern 

computers. CAPTCHA though has many applications in 

varied fields. it is primarily used to distinguish between man 

and bot. CAPTCHAs also offer well-defined challenges for 

the AI community, and invites security researchers as well 

as malicious programmers, to work on advancing the field 

of Artificial Intelligence. 
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